REVIEW

Waves MPX

with no clue as to the amount you’d likely encounter on

Standby for tape modelling the Waves way.
Rolling. GEORGE SHILLING laces up a reel
and encounters glue…

T

he MPX plug-in models an Ampex 350
transport and 351 electronics from the 1950s,
using 3M Scotch 207 tape. The equipment
modelled was loaned by engineer Eric Schilling
(no relation) and it completes the plug-in signal path
chain developed with Eddie Kramer, who used similar
machines at Olympic Studios in the late 1960s. Notably,
top audio professionals Bob Ohlsson and John Haeny
also helped out developing the plug-in.
All the customary Waves pros and cons apply here,
with separate TDM and Native (RTAS/AudioSuite/AU/
VST) versions, the WaveSystem Toolbar controlling
presets, compare functions and help documentation,
etc., iLok authorisation (but no iLok.com nor ZDT
support), and WUP requirement for support and
updates. However, with the current pricing of US$149
(TDM, MSRP $300) and $99 (Native, MSRP $200) this
is somewhat cheaper than we have come to expect for
Waves products.
The graphics look great, with turning reels, large
VU meters, and a suitably weathered and scratched
panel with Bakelite-style knobs. The controls are pretty
comprehensive, with sonics modelled at a choice of 15
or 7.5ips by virtue of a toggle. The slower speed can
tighten the low frequencies but rather unsubtly rolls off
the high frequencies, so for most instances 15ips is the
preferred setting. There are two Bias settings for a choice
— the Overbias setting cleaning and opening the sound
up a little. Presumably, it was decided that providing a
continuous bias setting would have over-complicated
the process or required too much DSP.
A Monitor/Repro button allows you to use the
modelling of the valve electronics without the tape
effects. These alone add a certain subtle glow. The two
sections can also be separately driven using Record
and Playback level knobs for overall level, along with
a Flux knob that sets the effective tape level in nWb/m.
Cleverly, the Record and Playback level knobs (each
with a range of +/-18dB) can be counter-linked so that
overall effective level remains fairly constant; i.e. as
you turn up the Record the Playback turns down, and
vice versa. And this will operate with an offset that you
have tweaked before linking. Furthermore, Flux level
is independent of actual audio level, purely affecting
the tonal ‘drive’ of the tape, so all adjustments can be
experimented with, without majorly affecting overall
level, although the enhancing (or destructive) effects will
slightly affect the output level.
Flux defaults to 185nWb/m but can be continuously
varied between 150 and 1020nWb/m; some common
settings are indicated but you cannot easily snap to these
so it can be a bit fiddly. It’s extremely easy to overload
the tape and create the opposite of the expected warming
enhancement: a nasty thin, distorted sound. That’s not
necessarily a criticism of the plug-in, but (presumably)
an authentic recreation of reality! But when you lower
this and hit the sweet spot, the warmth and glue is
apparent (Ha! Sticky tape. Ed). Perhaps surprisingly,
Wow and Flutter has also been modelled (unlike in
other tape emulations) and is simply scaled 0 to 100,
with the modelled machine’s characteristics equivalent
at a setting of 50, which is the default. This is one of
those features that adds authenticity, but in reality is not
particularly desirable. The wobble sounds awful at the
highest setting.
There is also a Noise knob, covering the electronics
and the tape noise together. Oddly, this defaults to Off
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the modelled machine. The tape hiss part of the noise
is hugely different between the two tape speeds, and is
actually rather warm and lovely at 7.5ips, and strangely
calming at 15ips! I actually found this quite helpful in
some instances, adding a little cool openness to the
sound. Its level is (logically enough) also affected by the
Flux level as it is adjusted.
As a bonus, a rudimentary tape echo function has
been added to the plug-in. Delay time is controlled
independently of tape speed, with continuous settings
from 1 to 500mS and a Low Pass Filter from 0.2 to
16kHz. The dry signal is always present, there is no wet/
dry mix as such, but instead a level knob controls either
the level of a single Slap, or Feedback level, routing the
delayed signal back to the input for more dubby effects.
This is all quite fun, even though the controls are limited
in scope — when required, you can usually get some
terrific authentic tape-style delay going on alongside the
tape enhancement. Turning up the Wow & Flutter and
Noise makes an authentic recreation of a cheap tape
echo unit in need of a service… There — I found a use
for the Wow & Flutter modelling after all!
While the MPX plug-in clearly models the tape chain
exceptionally well, it can take some fiddling before you
feel you’ve found the best setting for each instantiation.
The CPU usage is fairly high, and the effect is generally
less subtle than the UAD Studer A800, so it’s unlikely
you’ll use it on every track. The MPX has many creative
presets categorised by application, yet just one ‘default’
setting. All the Bass presets, for example, include a level
boost compared to Bypass, which seems a little strange.
A hotly-recorded bass I received from an upright bassist
drove all of those ‘Bass’ presets into distortion until I
tweaked the input level down by about 10dB. Inserting
a Trim plug-in ahead of the MPX was helpful. But when
levels are correct, a marvellous tonal enhancement can
be achieved.
With all the blurb accompanying MPX — the manual
includes a White Paper — you do get the impression that
boundaries are being pushed, and the science and art of
modelling is ever more detailed. A stereo version at 44.1
uses 79% of an Accel chip, which is quite a hit. And
although there are fewer controls and options than on
the UAD Studer, I often found myself fiddling for longer
to optimise the sound, which tends to be more ‘vintage’
and gluey. If you’ve processing horsepower available,
and you can resist the temptation to overcook it, I can’t
see any reason not to use the MPX — it’s relatively
cheap, and used with care it can make things sound
really lovely. n

PROS

Supremely detailed modelling of a
super ancient tape machine; can add a
wonderful glue when tweaked correctly.

CONS

Many presets unnecessarily boost input
and/or output level; Bias not continuously
adjustable; no CCIR setting; input level
often too hot without trimming.
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